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Aristocrat Wins Awards for System, Game, Cabinet Ahead of NIGA Trade Show 
 

Aristocrat’s Drinks on Tap™ System, Game of Thrones Fire & Blood™ Slot Game, 
RELM XL™ Cabinet Honored for Innovation 

 
LAS VEGAS (April 16, 2018) – As Aristocrat prepares for its showing in this week’s Indian Gaming Trade Show, 
the company has won three awards in Casino Journal’s “Top 20 Most Innovative Gaming Technology Products 
Awards for 2017.” Aristocrat earned distinctions for each of its business areas, receiving honors for its 
innovations in systems, games, and cabinet development. 
 
Aristocrat was honored for its Drinks on Tap™ beverage ordering system, its Game of Thrones Fire & Blood™ 
slot game, and for its RELM XL™ reel spinner cabinet. Aristocrat’s three wins were the most earned by any 
single supplier.  
 
Each of the innovations will be on display in Aristocrat’s booth #635 at Indian Gaming Trade Show this week. 
 
“We are thrilled to be the big winner in Casino Journal’s Top 20 Most Innovative Products for 2017. Our thanks 
go to our incredible D&D teams, and to our customers for their valuable feedback and ongoing support,” said 
Aristocrat Managing Director of the Americas Matt Wilson. 
 
Drinks on Tap is a beverage-ordering solution that improves customer service to players and increases 
efficiencies across the casino floor. It utilizes the nCompass™ player tracking module, and a mobile app all tied 
to the operator's Oasis 360 and POS systems to streamline drink orders placed at the EGM. Players will enjoy 
ordering drinks without leaving their seats or waiting for a server to take their order. Best of all, drink orders 
follow players from seat to seat as they change games. Watch a video about Drinks on Tap: 
http://bit.ly/DOTvideo 
 
The all-new Game of Thrones Fire & Blood was created specifically for Aristocrat’s landmark new flame55™ 

cabinet. The new game, is based on seasons 4, 5, and 6 of HBO’s hit TV show and includes amazing new 
characters, a new multi-site progressive, and all-new exciting game play. Game of Thrones Fire and Blood 
makes full use of the flame55 cabinet’s 55” double-curved HD monitor, 4k-capable display delivering graphics 
worthy of kings, and 2.1 stereo audio.  
 
Aristocrat’s milestone RELM XL cabinet ushers in a new dimension in gaming. Standing an impressive nine-and-
a-half feet tall, RELM XL features an eye-catching mechanical wheel topper and drives innovation with a unique 
43” J-Curved monitor with full touchscreen capabilities, large classic reel symbols, traditional wheel plex, stereo 
sound, and vibrant LED edge lighting. RELM XL games are featured in a 3 or 5 mechanical reel set configuration 
for high, middle, and low denomination placements, and features an industry first with bulging reel sets. And 
to add to the retro playing experience, RELM XL houses a physical bell that celebrates player success. 
 
Experience these award-winning innovations and more in Aristocrat’s booth #635 at NIGA 2018. Join Aristocrat 
online at www.aristocrat-us.com and on Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter.  
 
 
 

http://bit.ly/DOTvideo
http://www.aristocrat-us.com/
http://www.facebook.com/aristocratslots
https://www.linkedin.com/company/aristocrat/
https://twitter.com/aristocratslots
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About Aristocrat 
Aristocrat Technologies Inc. is a subsidiary of Aristocrat Leisure Limited (ASX: ALL), a leading global provider of 
land-based and online gaming solutions. The Company is licensed by more than 200 regulators and its products 
and services are available in more than 90 countries around the world. Aristocrat offers a diverse range of 
products and services including electronic gaming machines and casino management systems. For further 
information, visit the company’s website at www.aristocrat-us.com.   
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